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Executive Summary 

The STEM Community Alliance Program (STEMCAP) forges novel connections and creates common 

ground through inquiry-based and interactive STEM programming to place scientists, artists, and 

community educators inside Utah Youth-In-Custody (YIC) facilities. STEMCAP staff and students at the 

University of Utah (UU) offer science education programming, experiential learning opportunities, and 

conservation projects to help YIC self-identify as science-capable learners and empower them by 

demonstrating ways to contribute to their community and the STEM workforce.  

In 2017, STEMCAP was founded by Dr. Nalini Nadkarni, current Program Director. Since then, over 

100 presenters - scientists, artists, and conservationists – have provided over 200 workshops across 

six YIC facilities. In June 2020, STEMCAP was awarded a five-year USBE-UU contract, with annual 

renewal each fiscal year.  

This report documents the STEMCAP programming and administrative work completed during the first 

year (2020-2021) of the interagency contract (USBE210032-IAA).   

As a COVID-19 precaution, STEMCAP adapted to online programming formats as alternatives to 

visiting YIC classrooms in person. These workshops were delivered via live-streamed video calls and 

pre-recorded video content. As an additional resource for YIC teachers, STEMCAP curated TED Talk 

modules around various STEM themes and created accompanying educational materials and 

introductory presentations.  

In collaboration with the USBE, STEMCAP has outlined goals for the program, students, educators, 

and presenters. We refer to these by goal number throughout this report.  

Goals for the Program (GP)  

GP 1. Expand and deepen access to STEM-related fields and research topics for students 

GP 2. Enhance the formation of relationships across participant groups  

GP 3. Create a model program that cultivates YIC/academic partnerships for implementation in 

other institutions 

GP 4. Provide opportunities for students and educators to contribute to conservation efforts 

GP 5. Provide meaningful opportunities for community scientists to learn from and connect with 

disenfranchised YIC 

Goals for Students (GS) 

GS 1. Develop and sustain curiosity and interest in STEM-related fields and research topics 

GS 2. Develop and sustain positive attitudes and confidence related to STEM educational and 

professional pursuits  

GS 3. Deepen understanding of the nature of scientific inquiry and increase science knowledge 

content 

GS 4. Experience the use of art as a tool for teaching, learning, and communicating about STEM 

GS 5. Foster personal and academic positive self-identity  

GS 6. Enhance understanding of self as contributing community member and promote civic 

engagement 

GS 7. Develop problem-solving, critical thinking, and communication skills surrounding STEM 
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Goals for Educators (GE) 

GE 1. Gain access to scientific expertise and academic resources 

GE 2. Explore the use of art as a tool for teaching STEM 

GE 3. Increase perception of self as part of the scientific community   

GE 4. Develop skills for incorporating cutting-edge science, community science research projects, 

and hands-on activities into their classrooms  

 

Goals for Presenters (GPR) 

GPR 1. Increase interest in and capacity for successful public engagement of science 

GPR 2. Reflect on the knowledge and opinions of YIC, and consider how public perceptions and 

stereotypes impact them 

GPR 3. Shift self-identity toward that of effective communicators for diverse audiences  

GPR 4. Communicate the meaning and impacts of their research or professional work on society  

GPR 5. Develop awareness of and skills for collaborating on cross-disciplinary approaches to 

present STEM  
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Programming Summary 
 

STEMCAP provided 83 workshops to 447 students in four YIC centers. These workshops ranged from 

single-day topical workshops to two-week theme-based series and represent multiple institutions, 

presenter roles, and fields of study (Fig. 1).   

4 Youth-In-Custody Centers

•Decker Lake Youth Center (DLYC)

•Farmington Bay Youth Center (FBYC)

•Slate Canyon Youth Center (SCYC)

•Salt Lake Valley Youth Center (SLVYC) 

37 STEMCAP Presenter Roles

•26 University of Utah 

•6 Other Universities 

•2 Independent Artists

•3 Community Specialists

15 Fields of Study 

•Environmental Science

•Visual Art

•Ecology

•Writing

•Genetics

•Natural History

•Research Ethics

•Human Health

•Materials Science

•Chemistry

•Atmospheric Science

•Computer Science

•Psychology

•Microbiology

•Engingeering

Total Youth-In-Custody Attendance: 447 

Engineering 
and 

Technology

Social 
Science

Physical 
Science

Environmental 
Science

Biological 
Science

Art & 
Humanities 

WORKSHOPS BY DISCIPLINE 

Figure 1. STEMCAP Participants and Topics 
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Programming Overview 

Each YIC workshop falls within three categories: Topical Workshops, Conservation and Ecological 

Restoration Projects, and Mission STEMCAP (Fig. 3). STEMCAP also provided two Teacher 

Professional Development workshops.  

Description of Workshop Types 

Topical Workshops 

 

1.Science Right Now! Workshops: Scientists shared cutting-edge science and engaged students 

with hands-on activities to build student confidence and excitement around science. [GP: 1, 2, 5; 

GS: 1-3, 5, 7; GE: 1, 3, 4; GPR: 1-4]. Examples included: 

a. Portal to Science: University research scientists introduced YIC to academic labs' 

intellectual, physical, and collaborative environment to demystify lab work. Presenters 

demonstrated the range of skill levels and educational backgrounds in a lab group, help 

viewers understand the nature of scientific investigation, and reveal the range of 

career/life paths to which training in a lab might lead. 

b. A wildlife biologist shared photos from trap cameras installed in the Wasatch Mountains 

and shared the roles these photos play in his research on the effects of human behavior 

(such as hiking) on wildlife presence and behavioral patterns. Students worked in groups 

to decide what conservation project or organization (one of five options) they would 

donate to if they had $1 million and why.  

2. Objects from Nature: Museum professionals and naturalists shared natural history objects. 

Students practiced observation techniques and had the opportunity to directly handle natural 

objects while learning about natural history's role in on-going discovery, nature's role in human 

life, and observation's role in science. [GP: 1, 2, 5; GS: 1-3, 5- 7; GE: 1, 3, 4; GPR: 1-4]. 

Example: 

a. A scientist working from a natural history museum shared examples of museum 

collections and described how museums acquire specimens and what they learn from 

these specimens. YIC sorted marine species into categories and sketched an imagined 

species by combining different characteristics of the species they sorted.   

 

3. TED Talk Modules (Virtual): STEMCAP staff provide teachers with a series of curated video 

modules and accompanying educational materials. Each module consists of four to six TED talk 

videos, a PowerPoint presentation, and written materials that center around a scientific theme. 

Students engage with the content and discuss the topic as a group. [GP: 1; GS 1, 3; GE 1]. 

 

4. Art and Science Workshops: Artists provided opportunities for YIC students to learn and apply 

scientific principles and research in practical and creative ways, e.g., engaging students in 

music performance, dance, theater, film making, photography, literacy, art, and other forms of 

individual or creative expression. These workshops linked science to “other ways of knowing 

and communicating” in the arts and humanities and included hands-on experiences to inspire 

excitement about learning science content for learners of all kinds. Workshops resulted in art 

outcomes. [GP: 1, 2, 5; GS: 1-7; GE: 1-4; GPR: 1-5]. Examples included: 
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a. Students learned about the history of ceramics and how 

archeologists use ceramics to understand ancient human 

societies. They made ceramic mugs in the style of an ancient 

culture.  

b. Students created portraits of influential women who have 

made historical strides in science, art, and social/cultural 

movements and learned from contemporary artists and 

scientists to understand women's role in these fields.  

c. Students created homemade watercolors from natural 

dyes such as turmeric. They used these to paint clouds in 

conjunction with a presentation about atmospheric science and 

the role that impurities play in cloud formation.  

 

 

Conservation Projects  

Students became familiar with best practices in horticulture and were provided with the opportunity to 

contribute to their community and the Earth. [GP: 1, 2, 4, 5; GS: 1-3, 5-7; GE: 1, 3, 4; GPR: 1-5]. 

Examples included: 

1. "Monarch Project": In collaboration with the Western Monarch Project, YIC students 

participated in habitat restoration projects in the Salt Lake Valley by growing milkweed 

plants in the greenhouse at Decker Lake. Milkweed provides food and nesting sites and is 

critical for Monarch butterfly survival.  

2. "Seed Saving "Project": Students interacted with the Salt Lake County Library (which has 

developed a "seed library") and other community groups to prepare and maintain seeds 

from edible and native plants throughout the winter and spring seasons.  

 

 Mission STEMCAP 

UU scientists, artists, and community partners facilitated activities centered around five "grand 

environmental challenges" to convey the role of science in society and build student confidence to 

become engaged in conservation and their communities. Each facility focused on one of the five grand 

challenges. The content was presented as a unit at a single facility over a set of 8-10 consecutive days. 

Activities include a documentary film discussion, a science presentation, an art-science workshop, 

creative writing, a virtual tour of the Utah Museum of Fine Arts, and a science communication workshop 

[GP: 1, 2, 4, 5; GS: 1-7; GE: 1-4; GPR: 1-5]. See Appendix C for example series schedule. 

Teacher Professional Development 

These workshops are led by UU scientists, who provided presentations and written materials to 

supplement teacher understanding of current topics in science. These provide an exchange of support, 

resources, and contacts among science faculty/graduate students and YIC facility science teachers. 

Teachers offer presenters knowledge about YIC demographics and backgrounds, tips for teaching YIC, 

and advice for integrating community science projects and other educational programming into school 

curriculums. [Program Objectives 7 & 8]. Examples included:  

Figure 2. YIC portrait of suffragettes 
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1. Community Science Resource: A Scientist alerted teachers to opportunities for their students to 

participate in data collection or analysis of on-going citizen-involved research projects. The 

teachers help the scientist connect the project to the science curriculum and adapt content to 

students' needs.  

2. Computer Game Learning: Scientists worked with teachers to develop a secure protocol for a 

Minecraft (computer game) based workshop in which students created exhibits within an offline 

custom world created by a UU scientist to resemble a museum and provided teachers with 

basic knowledge of Minecraft Education Edition software.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3. Programming by workshop type 
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Administrative Summary 
 

Transition to Virtual Workshops 

The COVID-19 pandemic and the accompanying restrictions on visiting YIC Centers prompted 

STEMCAP staff with opportunities to shift to virtual modes of teaching and learning. With the help of 

YIC teachers and JJS staff members who took on the role of in-person facilitation, STEMCAP 

developed best practices for live-stream events. These included classroom setup, delivery of hands-on 

materials, use of microphones, web camera angles, and distribution of educational materials.  

In May 2020, STEMCAP staff began implementing remote presentations via pre-recorded videos, live-

stream workshops and curated Ted Talk modules. Protocols for these workshops have developed as 

STEMCAP staff and teachers have expanded our knowledge of live-streaming technologies and other 

logistical components of distance learning. STEMCAP has been able to schedule all categories of 

presentations with the following activities:  

 Meeting with teachers to gain insight into the technological capacity of classrooms and discuss with 

teachers the use of microphones, web cameras, and other devices to optimize communication between 

students and presenters. 

 Working with teachers to prepare them for in-person facilitation and exploring how we could best 

support their in-class guidance of students.  

 Working with presenters to develop virtual versions of all workshops; providing insight on best practices 

for virtual workshops. 

 Developing new ways to present Mission STEMCAP virtually, including replacing podcasting with 

creative writing and a Utah Museum of Fine Arts tour that provides opportunities for students to reflect 

on and communicate about grand environmental challenges in a different way.  

 Working with YIC teachers to ensure that live-stream and other technological components of workshops 

are feasible.  

 Working closely with presenters to develop virtual versions of all workshops; providing insight on best 

practices for virtual workshops. 

 Creating and distributing a STEMCAP-specific "Zoom Guide" for teachers and presenters to help 

streamline virtual interactions and support professional development of teachers.  

 Attending virtual conferences and symposia on virtual science communication, remote public 

engagement of science, education for the incarcerated, 

and distance learning techniques and logistics. 

 Working with YIC teachers and JJS staff to create a 

protocol for coordinating the delivery of supplies for 

STEMCAP virtually-led hands-on workshops. 

 Providing YIC centers with high-quality microphones and 

cameras to ease communication issues during virtual 

workshops.  

 Creating "Q Cards" (Fig. 4) as visual tools for students to 

use to answer questions, inform presenters that they are 

done with an activity, or indicate that they have a 

question; Q Cards are colored cards that correspond to 

different responses, such as, “true,” "Answer choice A," 

or "Disagree."  Figure 4. “Q Cards” 
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Recorded Digital Programming Content 

TED Talk Modules 

As an additional resource for students and teachers, STEMCAP developed TED Talk modules. 

STEMCAP worked with the TED licensing team to secure permission to use a set of TED talks as 

educational content. These talks are organized into themed modules and accompanied by STEMCAP-

created educational materials for each module. These additional materials include an introductory 

PowerPoint presentation that provides an overview of the theme, reading packets (provided at two 

reading levels), guided reading questions designed to help YIC pull out texts' main ideas and steps for 

completing related hands-on activities. Each themed module is packaged for use by YIC teachers and 

distributed to our partner YIC centers online or in hard copy, depending on teachers' preferences.  

 

Recorded STEMCAP Workshops 

Throughout the year, STEMCAP has been compiling a repository of recorded STEMCAP workshops to 

serve as resources for YIC centers that cannot accommodate live-stream or in-person workshops. 

These recorded presentations can also be used by JJS staff or YIC teachers at our existing partner 

centers in the event of lockdowns, quarantines, or schedule changes that prevent STEMCAP from 

providing a previously scheduled workshop. The video files provide full-length presentations recorded 

by STEMCAP presenters (scientists and artists) and may include directions for carrying out hands-on 

activities. If the workshop includes a hands-on project, STEMCAP staff work with teachers/JJS staff 

members to coordinate supplies deliveries or provide a list of supplies for teachers to gather from 

around the Center before showing the video.  

 

Evaluation & Data Collection 

Existing Evaluation Efforts  

STEMCAP staff began using pre- and post- quizzes to 

assess the impacts of our workshops on science knowledge 

content acquisition of YIC students. These quizzes 

consisted of ten questions, all of which were either multiple 

choice or True/False. STEMCAP staff, presenters, and YIC 

teachers collaborated on quiz development. For each 

workshop, pre- and post- quizzes contained the same set of 

questions. Teachers graded the quizzes and provided de-

identified results in the aggregate to the STEMCAP team. In 

total, 71 YIC participated in pre- and post- quizzes.  

These quizzes indicated an increase in student content 

knowledge after participation in a STEMCAP workshop. For 

88% of workshops in which the quizzes were administered, 

YIC performed better on the post-quiz than on the pre-quiz. 

On average, 60% of YIC performed better on the post-quiz 

when compared to the pre-quiz, while 12% performed worse 

(Table 1). These results indicate a general increase in topic-

specific knowledge after YIC participated in these workshops. 

Utah Educational Policy Institute  

STEMCAP collaborated with the Utah Education Policy Center (UEPC). The UEPC is a University of 

Utah-based Center that bridges research, policy, and practice and increases educational equity and 

Quiz topic 
Scored 

higher on 
post-Quiz 

Scored 
lower on 
post-Quiz 

Malaria and Host Parasites 75% 0% 

Biodiversity Loss  80% 0% 

Climate Change  50% 33% 

Natural History of Quails 60% 20% 

Natural History of Quails 60% 0% 

Spiral Jetty and Ecology of 
Great Salt Lake 

60% 0% 

Natural History and Fish 
Classification 

31% 25% 

Overconsumption 67% 20% 

Averages 60% 12% 

Table 1. Aggregated data from student pre- and post- 
quizzes 
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accessibility. The UEPC provides research and evaluation contracting to help programs determine if 

educational practices are meeting intended goals and objectives. STEMCAP staff worked with 

evaluation professionals to create new and more effective evaluation methods for the program, YIC 

students and teachers, and presenters.  UEPC staff worked closely with STEMCAP staff to identify the 

program goals and objectives and develop ethical formal evaluation practices. Evaluation tools include 

presenter focus groups, individual presenter interviews, teacher focal groups, individual teacher 

interviews, and a review of STEMCAP programming materials (e.g., PowerPoint slides, reading 

packets, worksheets, etc.). 

 

Dissemination of Work 

On the Web 

STEMCAP maintains a website (www.stemcap.org) to 

highlight the work of YIC students, scientists, artists, and 

community partners and to provide information about ways to 

get involved in the program. The Utah Museum of Fine Arts 

(UMFA) website also featured the artwork of YIC who 

participate in STEMCAP-UMFA workshops. Additionally, 

STEMCAP workshops have been featured on the Youth 

Educational Support School (YESS) blog seven times this 

year. 

In the Media 

STEMCAP worked with the UU Marketing & 

Communications\ Office's senior science writer and a free-

lance reporter on a press piece highlighting STEMCAP's 

collaborative workshops and resources. This piece was 

featured in the University of Utah newsletter @TheU and 

was distributed to other university partners. Additionally, 

Fox13 News featured STEMCAP and Decker Lake Youth 

Center.  

Additional Dissemination  

STEMCAP has received interest from other universities 
that wish to create similar programs at their institutions. 
For the past six months, we have been working with 
STEM scientists at the University of North Carolina (UNC) 
as they begin establishing a STEMCAP-like program with 
YIC centers in Raleigh, NC and on other UNC campuses 
in the state.  

STEMCAP is creating a comprehensive manual for use 

by other universities that wish to implement a STEMCAP-

style program with YIC near them. STEMCAP has 

engaged a professional editor to finalize the copy. Once 

completed, a designer will assist STEMCAP with 

formatting this document to ensure it is approachable and 

helpful to other university professionals.  

Figure 5. STEMCAP on UMFA Website 

Figure 6. STEMCAP on YESS Blog 

http://www.stemcap.org/
https://schools.graniteschools.org/yess/blog/
https://attheu.utah.edu/facultystaff/scientists-and-artists-inspire-curiosity-and-stem-learning-for-kids-in-custody/
https://www.fox13now.com/news/local-news/stemcap-program-helps-ignite-incarcerated-youths-interest-in-education
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Appendix A: Workshop Locations and Attendance 
  

 

Presenter 
Affiliation 

Workshop Title 
# Of 

Workshops 
Total # in 

Attendance 
Location(s) 

UU 
Science Right Now: Epilepsy 

Research 
1 6 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Science Right Now: Parkinson's 

Disease Research 
1 6 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU Art-Science: Genetic Traits in Dogs 2 16 
Slate Canyon 
Youth Center 

UU, UMFA Art-Science: Cloud Formation 2 16 
Slate Canyon 
Youth Center 

UU 
 

Art-Science: Anthropology of 
Ceramics 

2 16 
Slate Canyon 
Youth Center 

UU, UMFA Art-Science: Cloud Formation 1 8 
Salt Lake Valley 

Youth Center  

UU Portal to Science: Making Glass 1 (3 classes) 14 
Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

UU 
Science Right Now: Conservation 

Biology 
2 9 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center; Salt 
Lake Valley Youth 

Center 

UU 
Teacher Professional 

Development- Community Science: 
Conservation Biology 

2 2 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center; 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Science Right Now: 

Electrochemistry 
1 3 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Art/Science: Shaving cream art & 

chemistry 
1 6 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center 

UU 
Science Right Now: 

Electrochemistry 
1 3 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UMFA, UU Better Days Series Introduction 1 (4 classes) 11 
Salt Lake Valley 

Youth Center 

UMFA, UU Better Days Series: Museum Tour 1 (4 classes) 9 
Salt Lake Valley 

Youth Center 

UMFA, UU Better Days: Biology/DNA 1 (4 classes) 9 
Salt Lake Valley 

Youth Center 

UMFA, UU Better Days: Drawing Workshop 1 (4 classes) 9 
Salt Lake Valley 

Youth Center 
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UMFA, UU Better Days: Watercolor Workshop 1 (4 classes) 8 
Salt Lake Valley 

Youth Center 

UMFA, UU Better Days: Wrap-up 1 (4 classes) 8 
Salt Lake Valley 

Youth Center 

UMFA, UU Art/Science: The Great Salt Lake 1 (3 classes) 20 
Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

STEMCAP 
Mission STEMCAP (Climate 

Change): Intro 
1 5 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center 

STEMCAP 
Mission STEMCAP (Climate 

Change): Documentary & 
Discussion 

1 5 
Salt Lake Valley 

Youth Center 

UU 
Mission STEMCAP (Climate 
Change): Science Right Now 

1 5 
Salt Lake Valley 

Youth Center 

Field 
Museum of 

Chicago 

Objects from Nature: Fish 
Identification 

1 (3 classes) 20 
Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

USBE 
Mission STEMCAP (Climate 

Change): Haiku 
1 5 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center 

UMFA 
Mission STEMCAP (Climate 

Change): Art/Science 
1 5 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center 

UMFA 
Mission STEMCAP (Climate 

Change): Museum Tour 
1 4 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center 

STEMCAP 
Mission STEMCAP (Climate 

Change): Letter Writing 
1 3 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center 

STEMCAP 
Mission STEMCAP (Climate 

Change): Symposium 
1 5 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center 

UU IRB 
Science Right Now: IRB Research 

Ethics 
1 (3 classes) 20 

Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

UU 
Science Right Now: Malaria 
Parasites and Their Hosts 

1 4 
Farmington Bay 

Youth Center 

STEMCAP 
Mission STEMCAP 

(Overconsumption): Intro 
3 18 

Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

STEMCAP 
Mission STEMCAP 

(Overconsumption): Documentary 
Discussion 

3 18 
Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

UVU 
Mission STEMCAP 

(Overconsumption): Science Right 
Now Microplastics 

3 18 
Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

UMFA 
Mission STEMCAP 

(Overconsumption): Art-Upcycling 
3 19 

Decker Lake 
Youth Center 
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USBE 
Mission STEMCAP 

(Overconsumption): Haiku 
3 16 

Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

UMFA 
Mission STEMCAP 

(Overconsumption): UMFA Tour 
3 12 

Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

STEMCAP 
Mission STEMCAP 

(Overconsumption): Starting a 
Conversation 

3 11 
Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

STEMCAP 
Mission STEMCAP 

(Overconsumption): Student 
Symposium 

3 10 
Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

UU 
Science Right Now: Nature and 

Attention 
1 3 

Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

SLCPL, UU 
& Western 
Monarch 

Study 

Conservation and Ecological 
Restoration Project: Introduction & 

Seed Planting 

1 (2 housing 
units) 

10 
Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

Western 
Monarch 

Study 

Conservation and Ecological 
Restoration Project: Monarchs and 

Milkweed 
1 5 

Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

UU 
Objects From Nature: Bird 

Adaptations 
1 4 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Objects From Nature: Bird 

Adaptations 
1 4 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center 

UU 
Conservation and Ecological 

Restoration Project: Pollination 
Biology 

1 (2 housing 
units) 

8 
Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

UU 
Mission STEMCAP (Biodiversity 

Loss): Frame the Challenge 
1 4 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Mission STEMCAP (Biodiversity 
Loss): Science Right Now: Bear 

Behavior 
1 4 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Science Right Now: Minecraft 

Museum 
1 5 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center 

UU 
Mission STEMCAP (Biodiversity 

Loss): Art-Science: Haiku 
1 4 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

Independent 
Mission STEMCAP (Biodiversity 
Loss): Art-Science: Watercolors 

1 4 
Farmington Bay 

Youth Center 

UU 
Mission STEMCAP (Biodiversity 

Loss): Science Right Now: 
Biodiversity of Insects 

1 4 
Farmington Bay 

Youth Center 

UU 
Mission STEMCAP (Biodiversity 

Loss): UMFA Tour 
1 4 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Mission STEMCAP (Biodiversity 
Loss): Starting a Conversation 

1 3 
Farmington Bay 

Youth Center 
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UU 
Conservation and Ecological 
Restoration Project:  Plant-

Centered Story Telling 
1 8 

Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

UU 
Mission STEMCAP (Biodiversity 

Loss): Symposium 
1 4 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Art-Science: Engineering Pop-up 

Books 
1 4 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Art-Science: Engineering Pop-up 

Books 
1 4 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Art-Science: Engineering Pop-up 

Books 
1 4 

Farmington Bay 
Youth Center 

UU 
Science Right Now: Translation 

and Interpretation 
1 5 

Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center 

SLCPL, UU 
Conservation and Ecological 

Restoration Project:  Plant Care 
and Cultivation & Project Wrap-Up 

2 8 
Decker Lake 
Youth Center 

Totals 83 Workshops 447 YIC 4 Locations 

Table 2. Workshop Attendance and Location. 
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Appendix B: Workshop Summaries 
 

July 22, 2020 – Scientist Gallele Batot (UU Scientist) led a Science Right Now! workshop in which she 

presented her research on epilepsy and the use of mice in studying treatments. She also provided information 

about what to do if someone has a seizure and how to react if someone tells you they have epilepsy. There were 

six students in attendance. FBYC 

August 5, 2020 – Scientist Danny Bae (UU Scientist) led a Science Right Now! workshop about his Parkinson's 

disease research. Following his presentation, he talked with students about graduate school and pathways for 

getting involved in research. There were six students in attendance. FBYC 

August 11, 2020 (x2) – Scientist Shelley Reich (UU Scientist) led an Art-Science workshop. Shelley presented 

on genetics and the way people breed dogs with different traits. Students used strips of "DNA codes" made up of 

different symbols to decode dog traits and draw what their dog would look like with those traits. Shelley presented 

to two different classes for a total of 16 students. SCYC 

August 12, 2020 (x2) – Scientist Travis Morrison (UU Scientist) partnered with Annie Reem from the Utah 

Museum of Fine Arts to lead a collaborative Art-Science workshop. Travis presented the science of clouds. 

Annie demonstrated how clouds are depicted in art and why artists might depict them. Students learned 

watercolor techniques and created landscape watercolor pieces that incorporated clouds. The workshop was 

given to two classes for a total of 16 students. SCYC 

August 13, 2020 – Scientist Stefania Wilks (UU Scientist) led an Art-Science workshop about the history of 

ceramics. She talked about her anthropology research and the role that ceramics can play in teaching us about 

past civilizations. Students used clay to create mugs resembling those used by native people as cocoa mugs. The 

workshop was provided to two classes for a total of 16 students. SCYC 

September 16, 2020 – Scientist Travis Morrison (UU Scientist) partnered with Annie Reem from the Utah 

Museum of Fine Art (UMFA) to lead a collaborative Art-Science workshop for the students in the Gemstone 

program. Travis presented the science of clouds. Annie demonstrated works from the UMFA that incorporate 

clouds. Students learned watercolor techniques before creating watercolors out of spices. They used their 

homemade watercolors to paint clouds and create hanging mobiles. There were eight students in attendance. 

SLVYC 

October 29, 2020 – Scientists Jerry Howard and Dr. Krista Carlson (UU) led a Portal to Science workshop for 

three classes. Jerry presented the different properties and uses of glass. He demonstrated the creation and 

manipulation of glass using a furnace and torch in the Carlson lab. Krista and Jerry answered students’ questions 

and participated in discussions with students. There were 14 students in attendance. DLYC 

January 11, 2021 – (x2) Austin Green (UU graduate student) led a Science Right Now! workshop for the 

Gemstone program and the secure care women at FBYC. The workshop focused on Green's long-term efforts in 

citizen science, including his own "Wasatch Wildlife Watch" program, which monitors wildlife movements with trail 

cameras. He also conveyed the importance of understanding wildlife's behavior in conservation. Five Gemstone 

students and four Farmington Bay students in attendance. SLVYC; FBYC 

January 12, 2021 – Chemists Victoria Russell, Cara Ganney, and Mayank Tanwar (UU Center for Synthetic 

Organic Electrochemistry) led a hands-on Science Right Now! workshop in which students learned about 

circuits before creating circuits out of conductive dough, which powered LED light bulbs. Students learned about 

the process of splitting water molecules to produce oxygen. They split water molecules, added cabbage juice as a 

pH indicator, and learned about acids and bases. Three students attended. FBYC 
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January 13, 2021 – Chemists Victoria Russell and Timothy McFadden (UU Center for Synthetic Organic 

Electrochemistry) led a hands-on Science Right Now! workshop in which students learned about batteries 

before creating two types of batteries: 1) electrolyte batteries (using soda, lemon juice, and Gatorade) and 2) 

copper (pennies) and zinc batteries. Three students attended. FBYC 

January 13, 2021 – Austin Green (UU graduate student) led a Teacher Professional Development workshop 

that introduced YIC educators to the process of accessing and using community science resources. He provided 

teaching materials that can be used to involve students in real-world conservation efforts. One teacher from 

SLVYC and one teacher from FBYC attended.  

January 19, 2021 – Chemists Victoria Russell, Mayank Tanwar, Cedric Lozano, Alex Shimozono 

McFadden (UU Center for Synthetic Organic Electrochemistry) led a hands-on Art-Science presentation for 

the Gemstone program. They used shaving cream and food coloring to create marbled paper. The scientists 

explained the chemistry that accounts for the marbling effect and provided overviews of their paths to science and 

their current research. SLVYC.  

January 20-27, 2021 – Utah Women Working for Better Days Art-Science Series at SLVYC (Gemstone and 

Day Skills Intervention (DSI) students):  

o Katie Seastrand and Annie Burbidge Ream (Utah Museum of Fine Art, UMFA), Brooke Smart 

(local artist), and Andy Sposato (UU scientist) provided an overview of the Better Days 2020 

project, described their work and answered questions about the life of artists and scientists. Eleven 

students attended.  

o Katie Seastrand (UMFA) led a virtual tour of the UMFA in which students examined the work of female 

artists and learned about the historical barriers faced by women in the field of fine art. Nine students 

attended.  

o Andy Sposato (UU) led a Science Right Now! workshop about her studies of stem cells in zebrafish 

and the role of stem cells in our bodies. She discussed using genetic analysis techniques in her 

research as a tool for tracking stem cell development. Students used "DNA barcodes" to learn how cell 

lineage is traced cell. Nine students attended.   

o Brooke Smart (Independent Artist) led students in a two-day portrait-making workshop. They first 

sketched and then painted portraits of historical and influential Utah women. Nine students attended. 

o Katie Seastrand (UMFA) led a celebratory student symposium for the Better Days 2020 Project at Salt 

Lake Valley Youth Center. Students participated in a sketching activity before summarizing what they 

had learned throughout the Better Days project. Katie shared students' portraits and a favorite fact 

about the women they painted. Eight students attended.  

February 11, 2021 – Annie Burbidge Ream (UMFA) and Ashleigh Albrechsten (UU graduate student) led an 

Art-Science workshop for three classrooms. Ashleigh presented the ecology and abiotic factors of the Great Salt 

Lake. Annie provided information on land art, including the Spiral Jetty, which sits on the shore of the Great Salt 

Lake. Annie and Ashleigh focused on change and how both the lake and the Spiral Jetty can depict changes in 

the environment. Students mixed salt into cups of water to recreate the salinity of the Great Salt Lake. They also 

participated in an art project exploring entropy by putting ordered dots of paint on a piece of paper before placing 

the paper in a box with bouncy balls and shaking it up to disorder the paint into new designs. Twenty students 

attended. DLYC 

February 16, 2021 – Laura George (STEMCAP) led an introductory workshop for the Mission STEMCAP: 

Climate Change series with Gemstone students. The workshop included overviews of climate change and the 

Mission STEMCAP series and a hands-on experiment in which students compared temperatures in bottles with 

carbon dioxide (created using vinegar and baking soda) and bottles without carbon dioxide after ten minutes in 

front of a lamp. Five students attended. SLVYC 
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February 17, 2021 – Laura George (STEMCAP) led a documentary film discussion with Gemstone students as 

part of Mission STEMCAP: Climate Change. Students watched the film Chasing Ice and discussed the film's 

portrayal of climate change. Five students attended. SLVYC 

February 18, 2021 – Dr. Steven Kannenberg (UU Scientist) led a Science Right Now! workshop as a 

component of Mission STEMCAP: Climate Change. Dr. Kannenberg presented his research on Juniper trees in 

Southern Utah and the effects of climate-related drought on juniper health. Students used tree rings to estimate 

precipitation levels in the Bear's Ears area from their birth year until 2019. Five students attended. SLVYC 

February 18, 2021 – Dr. Andrew George (Field Museum of Natural History) led an Objects from Nature 

workshop for three classrooms. Dr. George provided information about the Field Museum of Natural History in 

Chicago and his research on fishes in French Polynesia. He focused on the classification of organisms and the 

various ways scientists study natural history. Students had the opportunity to sort marine species into categories 

before designing marine species through drawing and creating a field guide entry. Twenty students attended. 

DLYC 

February 22, 2021 – Bonnie Shaw (Independent) led an Art-Science poetry workshop as a component of 

Mission STEMCAP: Climate Change. Students learned about haikus as tools for expressing change in the 

natural world. Students wrote haikus which Bonnie compiled into a collective group poem. Five students attended. 

SLVYC 

February 23, 2021 – Annie Burbidge Ream (UMFA) led an Art-Science workshop as a component of Mission 

STEMCAP: Climate Change. Students learned how to use art to represent the world before creating 

agamagraphs (artwork that changes with the angle it is viewed from) that depicted changes in a natural 

environment. Four students attended. SLVYC 

February 24, 2021 – Annie Burbidge Ream and Katie Seastrand (UMFA) led a virtual museum tour of the 

UMFA as a component of Mission STEMCAP: Climate Change. Annie showed students several works of art in 

the "Black Refractions" exhibit visiting the UMFA from Harlem. Students made observations about the artworks 

and discussed the various ways that art represents the world, depicts change, and acts as a tool for social 

change. Four students attended. SLVYC 

February 25, 2021 – Laura George (STEMCAP) led a workshop focused on communicating about climate 

change and starting climate conversations as a component of Mission STEMCAP: Climate Change. Students 

then wrote messages about their thoughts and feelings about climate change to undergraduate students at the 

University of Utah. Four students attended. SLVYC 

March 1, 2021 – Laura George (STEMCAP) led a student symposium as a component of Mission STEMCAP: 

Climate Change. Students shared reflections about what they learned before sharing their artwork. Laura read 

the class group poem. At the end, students received certificates of completion to celebrate their hard work. Four 

students attended. SLVYC 

March 1, 2021 – Emma Tkachuck (UU Institutional Review Board) led a Science Right Now! workshop about 

research ethics and the role of the Institutional Review Board in approving research studies. Students voted on 

whether to approve or deny a research study request for a case study shared by Emma. Three classes for a total 

of twenty students attended. DLYC 

March 2, 2021 – Helena Hopson and Paige Eberle (UU Biology) presented a Science Right Now! workshop 

about malaria parasites and their hosts. They shared their research on coevolution between hosts and parasites. 

Students assembled puzzles depicting a map of where malaria parasites and hosts are typically found. Four 

students attended. FBYC  

March 8, 2021 – (x3) Laura George (STEMCAP) led an introductory workshop for the Mission STEMCAP: 

Overconsumption series. The workshop included an overview of the environmental problems associated with 

human overconsumption of resources, an overview of the Mission STEMCAP series, and an interactive activity 

about reducing, reusing, and recycling. Eighteen students attended. DLYC 
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March 9, 2021 – (x3) Laura George (STEMCAP) led a documentary film discussion as part of Mission 

STEMCAP: Overconsumption. Students watched the film A Life on Our Planet and discussed the film's portrayal 

of issues and solutions relating to resource overconsumption. Eighteen students attended. DLYC 

March 10, 2021 – (x3) Dr. Sally Rocks (Utah Valley University scientist) led a Science Right Now! workshop 

as a component of Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption. She presented her research on the prevalence of 

microplastics in Utah Valley’s air, water, and soil. Students used orange glasses and blue lights to search for dyed 

plastic in bins of rice and beans. Nineteen students attended. DLYC 

March 11, 2021 – (x3) Annie Burbidge Ream (UMFA) led an Art-Science workshop as a component of Mission 

STEMCAP: Overconsumption. Students observed and learned about various works of art that upcycle or reuse 

materials before creating collages out of upcycled materials. Sixteen students attended. DLYC 

March 15, 2021 – (x3) Bonnie Shaw led an Art-Science poetry workshop as a component of Mission 

STEMCAP: Overconsumption. Students learned about haiku as a tool for expressing changes in the natural 

world. Students then wrote haiku, which Bonnie compiled into a collective group poem for each of the three 

classes. Sixteen students attended. DLYC 

March 16, 2021 – (x2) Annie Burbidge Ream and Katie Seastrand (Utah Museum of Fine Art - UMFA) led a 

virtual museum tour of the UMFA as part of Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption. Annie showed students 

works of art in the "Black Refractions" exhibit visiting the UMFA from Harlem. The tour focused on upcycled works 

and works relating to consumption. Students made observations about the art and discussed the ways art 

represents the world, depicts change, and acts as a tool for social change. Students created maps of places that 

matter to them, inspired by the final piece they observed. Twelve students attended. DLYC 

March 17, 2021. (x2) Laura George (STEMCAP) led a workshop on communicating about environmental issues 

as a component of Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption. Students wrote messages about their thoughts on 

overconsumption to undergraduate students enrolled in an Environmental Studies class at the University of Utah. 

Eleven students attended. DLYC 

March 18, 2021 – (x2) Laura George (STEMCAP) led a student symposium as a component of Mission 

STEMCAP: Overconsumption. Students shared reflections about what they learned before sharing their 

artwork. Bonnie shared the group poem on the screen, and each student read their contributions. At the end, 

students received certificates of completion to celebrate their hard work. Ten students attended. DLYC 

March 18, 2021 – Sara LoTemplio (UU Psychology) led a Science Right Now! workshop about human attention 

and her research on nature's positive effects on attention. Three students attended. Gemstone  

March 26, 2021 – The STEMCAP conservation team – STEMCAP staff, Rikki Longino (SLC Public Library), 

Sam Nelson (UU Environmental Humanities), Alice Maguire (Red Butte Garden), and Rachel Taylor (Southwest 

Monarch Study) – Presented the first of nine Conservation and Ecological Restoration project workshops. 

STEMCAP staff introduced the project, and Rikki led students through a hands-on exercise in which they 

observed the seeds they will be planting and drew the plants that the seeds will become. Decker Lake staff and 

students planted the seeds throughout the week following the workshop. Two housing units for a total of ten 

students attended. DLYC 

April 1, 2021 – Rachel Taylor (Western Monarch Study) led a workshop on Monarch butterfly conservation as 

part of the Conservation and Ecological Restoration Project. Laura George (STEMCAP) shared tips for 

keeping field journals and guided students through the creation of a title page for their conservation journals. Five 

students attended. DLYC 

April 6 and 8, 2021 – (x2) Dr. Jordan Herman (HawkWatch International) led an Objects from Nature 

workshop about ornithology and the role of observation in understanding other species. Students had the 

opportunity to observe two live quails (over Zoom) and develop hypotheses about how they might react to 

different stimuli. Students observed real feathers from the quails that STEMCAP delivered Center. Four students 

attended at FBYC (04/06/21). Five students attended at SLVYC (04/08/21). 
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April 8, 2021 – Amanda Carriero (STEMCAP) led a pollination biology workshop as part of the Conservation 

and Ecological Restoration Project, including an overview of plants' reproductive structures and the process of 

pollination, with examples of specialized relationships pollinators have with plants. Students used their “Q Cards" 

to do an activity in which they voted on which pollinator they thought would pollinate different plants. Two housing 

units for a total of eight students attended. DLYC 

April 12, 2021 – Laura George (STEMCAP) introduced Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. Students 

learned about the earth’s biodiversity and why biodiversity is being lost at an alarming rate. They each 

represented one species on “conservation island” and determined which eight square miles of the island to 

protect to sustain their species. Four students attended. FBYC 

April 13, 2021 - Students watched the documentary film Racing Extinction and discuss the film’s portrayal of 

issues and solutions relating to biodiversity loss. This workshop was Asynchronous. Four students. FBYC 

April 14, 2021 – Sydney Stephens (UU Biology) led a Science Right Now! workshop as part of Mission 

STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. She presented her research on bear behavior and bear-human interactions. 

Students played a game in which they each portrayed a bear, starting at different locations around Glacier 

National Park. They were tasked with gaining enough "health points" and "food points" to begin hibernation. Three 

students attended. FBYC 

April 19, 2021 – Connor Healy (UU Computer Science) led a Science Right Now! Workshop to introduce 

students to a virtual museum that he created in the computer game Minecraft. Students created exhibits in the 

museum that depict something about which they are passionate. Once completed, Connor compiled the exhibits 

and shared them with other groups so that others could learn from the virtual museum. Five students attended. 

SLVYC 

April 19, 2021 – Bonnie Shaw (Independent) led an Art-Science Poetry Workshop as part of Mission 

STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. Students learned about haiku as a tool for expressing changes in the natural 

world. Students (and teachers and STEMCAP staff) wrote haiku that Bonnie compiled into a collective group 

poem. Four students attended. FBYC 

March 20, 2021 – Claire Taylor (local artist) led an Art-Science Visual Art Workshop as part of Mission 

STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. Students participated in a meditation activity in which they imagined an outdoor 

space and made observations of the imaginary world around them. Claire led students through watercolor 

techniques. Students created abstract paintings and made them into "Habitat" books,” creating creatures to live in 

the habitat. Students discussed what those creatures would need to survive. Four students attended. FBYC 

April 21, 2021 – Rodolfo Probst (UU Biology) led a Science Right Now! Workshop as part of Mission 

STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. He taught students about the diversity of insects – especially ants – and the roles 

insects play in ecosystems. With a mobile camera, he showed students around his insect research lab. Four 

students attended. FBYC 

April 21, 2021 – Annie Burbidge Ream and Katie Seastrand (UMFA) led a virtual museum tour of the UMFA 

as part of Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. Annie showed students works of art from around the world. 

Students made observations about the artwork, connecting them to the theme of biodiversity. The tour highlighted 

the "Confluence" exhibit that portrays environmental issues in the Salt Lake City bioregion. Four students 

attended. FBYC 

April 22, 2021 – Amanda Carriero and Meg Young (STEMCAP) led a workshop on communicating about 

environmental issues as part of Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. Students wrote their thoughts about 

biodiversity loss and their hopes for the future. STEMCAP shared the messages with undergraduate students 

enrolled in an Environmental Studies class at the University of Utah. Three students attended. FBYC 

April 22, 2021 – Sam Nelson (UU Environmental Humanities) led a plant-centered storytelling workshop as 

part of the Conservation and Ecological Restoration Project. Sam had students imagine what it would be like 
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to be a plant – or a butterfly – and brainstorm conflicts that would arise in those lives. Students wrote stories or 

created mini comic books from these perspectives. Eight students attended. DLYC 

April 26, 2021 – Laura George (STEMCAP) led a student symposium as part of Mission STEMCAP: 

Biodiversity Loss. Students shared their reflections, listened to their group poem, and read their contributions. 

Students received certificates of completion. Four students attended. FBYC 

April 29, 2021 – Laura George (STEMCAP) led a workshop about various careers in conservation as a 

component of the Conservation and Ecological Restoration Project. Students contributed to a Zooniverse 

Platform (citizen science website) project by helping identify animals recorded on trap cameras in the Serengeti 

and then played an animal-ID game. Two housing units for a total of seven students attended. DLYC 

May 4-5, 2021 – (x3) Stacy Firth (UU Engineering) led an Art-Science Engineering Pop-Up Books workshop at 

Farmington Bay Youth Center. Students learned about the field of engineering and the use of creativity in solving 

engineering problems. Students created pop-up books using engineering techniques they learned from Stacy. 

Twelve students attended. FBYC 

May 26, 2021 – Amanda Barrios (UU Science Interpreter) led a Science Right Now! workshop at Salt Lake 

Valley Youth Center about science translation and interpretation and her path into that career field. Five students 

attended. SLVYC 

* May 27, 2021 – (x2) The STEMCAP Conservation Team led a planting workshop as part of the Conservation 

and Ecological Restoration Project at Decker Lake Youth Center. Following the planting, students reflected on 

the project as a whole and shared what they had learned about plants, pollinators, and conservation. Two housing 

units for a total of eight Students attended. DLYC 

 *NOTE: This workshop was led IN-PERSON by the STEMCAP Conservation Team. 
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Appendix C: Example Mission STEMCAP Schedule 
 

 

Day 1: Frame the Challenge 

March 8th - 9:25 to 10:35 am ,10:45 to 11:55 am; 1:00 to 2:10 pm 

STEMCAP staff will introduce Decker Lake's grand challenge of overconsumption and explain the 

activities they will be doing over the next two weeks. Session Outcomes: Students and teachers will be 

prepared to be active participants in Mission STEMCAP.  

 

Day 2: Documentary Series Discussion – A Life on Our Planet 

March 9th - 9:25 to 10:35 am, 10:45 to 11:55 am; 1:00 to 2:10 pm  

We will play a documentary film related to the challenge of overconsumption. Staff will lead students 

through a discussion about the film and how it communicated the issues around overconsumption. 

Session Outcomes: Students will have a broad understanding of the concept of overconsumption and 

how it affects wildlife and humans, and how documentary films can be used to educate and motivate 

public action.  

 

Day 3: Science Right Now- Dr. Sally Rocks  

March 10th - 9:25 to 10:35 am, 10:45 to 11:55 am; 1:00 to 2:10 pm 

Scientist Sally Rocks will deliver an in-depth presentation about the cutting-edge research behind 

micro-plastics in Utah water, air, and soil. She will relate plastic pollution to the grand challenge of 

overconsumption and how it affects ecosystems and human health in our backyard. Session 

Outcomes: Students will understand the challenges faced by humans, wildlife, and overall ecosystems 

in the face of overconsumption of plastic products.  

 

Day 4: Art/Science Workshop- Consumption of Resources – Ms. Annie and Ms. Katie  

March 11th - 9:25 to 10:35 am, 10:45 to 11:55 am; 1:00 to 2:10 pm 

Art educators Annie and Katie from the Utah Museum of Fine Art will lead students through a hands-on 

art workshop relating to overconsumption in the Salt Lake Valley. Students will create upcycled visual 

art pieces that express overconsumption. Session Outcomes: students will understand and 

demonstrate how artistic expression can contribute to understanding a scientific issue and contribute to 

reducing consumption. 

 

Day 5: Art/Science Workshop- Creative Writing – Ms. Bonnie Shaw  

March 15th - 9:25 to 10:35 am, 10:45 to 11:55 am; 1:00 to 2:10 pm  

After studying the challenges of overconsumption with the STEMCAP presenters, students will learn 

how to write haiku and express their observations of nature through this traditional Japanese poetry 

form. Bonnie Shaw, a creative writing teacher, will explore with students, YIC teachers, and the 

STEMCAP staff the power of haiku to awaken and express the human connection to nature. All 

participants in the haiku-writing workshop will write a haiku about the adverse effects of 

overconsumption on our world. Session outcomes: The haiku of all group members will be combined 

into one group poem expressing the group's reflections on the impact of overconsumption on their lives 

and the life of our planet. Students will present the poem during the symposium session.  
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Day 6: UMFA Virtual Museum Tour  

March 16th - 9:25 to 10:35 am, 10:45 to 11:55 am; 1:00 to 2:10 pm 

Annie (UMFA) will lead YIC through a virtual tour of the UMFA curated around the theme of 

overconsumption and discuss the museum’s efforts to build exhibits around social and environmental 

issues. Students think about how this educational space might reach a different audience than a public 

science lecture. Students then get a chance to work on a hands-on project that asks them to think 

about how they might curate an art exhibit at the UMFA that highlights Utah's overconsumption issues. 

Session outcomes: Students will understand the potential impact that museums can have when 

spreading the word about overconsumption and other issues that their communities may face and will 

get a chance to visit the art museum virtually.  

 

Day 7: Overconsumption Conversation Workshop 

March 17th - 9:25 to 10:35 am, 10:45 to 11:55 am; 1:00 to 2:10 pm 

STEMCAP manager Laura George will guide students through a review and reflection on what they’ve 

learned and what actions are being taken to curb overconsumption, such as participating in scientific 

research and raising awareness through writing and art. STEMCAP will discuss with YIC the 

importance of spreading the word and community education as tools for inspiring social and 

environmental change. Students will then work on a worksheet aimed at sparking ideas for messages 

to share with others about overconsumption. STEMCAP will compile and share the messages with a 

group of undergraduate students at the University of Utah who will share their messages with the YIC. 

Session outcomes: Students will share what they have learned, why it is important to them, and how 

people can help tackle the challenge and will understand the potential impact of spreading the word 

about overconsumption and other issues that their communities may face.   

 

Day 8: Symposium 

March 18th - 9:25 to 10:35 am, 10:45 to 11:55 am; 1:00 to 2:10 pm 

Students will have the opportunity to share what they have learned and show off their artwork and 

poems. STEMCAP staff will also deliver a short synthesis presentation designed to reiterate all the 

student’s work toward addressing the Grand Challenges and provide pathways to use these concepts 

to solve problems of all kinds. Session Outcomes: Students will share their work and gain a sense of 

accomplishment.  
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Appendix D: Workshop Photographs & YIC Work 
 

Watercolor Clouds Art-Science workshop: Using homemade watercolors to paint clouds and explore 
the role of impurities in cloud formation, Sept.16, 2020 

 

 
 

 

Conductive Dough Circuits Art-Science workshop: Using conductive dough to create sculptures that 
include working LED bulbs, Jan.12, 2021 
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Marbled Paper Art-Science workshop: creating aesthetic paper materials through chemical reactions, 
January 19, 2021 

  

  

Better Days workshop: creating portraits of historic and influential Utah women, Jan. 26-27, 2021 

 
 

 

Mission STEMCAP: Climate Change Science Right Now! workshop: Graphing the level of 
precipitation each year based on tree rings, February 18, 2021 
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Mission STEMCAP: Climate Change Art-Science workshop: creating agamographs to 
demonstrate changes in ecosystems, February 23, 2021 

  

  

Objects from Nature workshop: Classifying marine species by physical and behavioral 
characteristics, February 18, 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Side One Side Two 
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Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption Art-Science Workshop: Using scraps of leftover and 
unrecyclable materials to create a collage that relates to overconsumption, Mar.11, 2021  
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Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss Science Right Now! Workshop - You are a bear, and your goal 
is to make it to hibernation. You must drink water, stock up on fat through eating food and find a den.  

Use dice to determine your success at various actions, April 14, 2021 

  
 

Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss Introduction Workshop:  Using the information provided, draw 
one of the species that live on Conservation Island and use the behavioral and range information to 

choose eight square miles of island to protect to conserve your species, April 12, 2021 

 
 

 

Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss Art-Science Workshop: Painting abstract Wildlife Habitat Books 
and imagining what the different colors and shapes could represent within a habitat before creating a 

creature to live in the habitat.  
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Appendix E: Examples of Mission STEMCAP Haiku 
 

Example 1 - Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption Creative Writing: Haiku March 15, 2021. 
 *Each Stanza is a student/staff/teacher haiku. Initials credit the author.  

 

Stop the Cycle 

Now 
4th Period Decker Lake 

Poets 

world ends, our life stops 

a life just begun for some, 

live today our last 

EKK 
 

endless trash covers 

we are in debt to our world 
a product of us 

 

Friday’s fast food falls 

into the smelly dumpster 

fuming through the night 

BCS 

 

the garbage flying 

across the highway tonight 

we blow smoke in air 

CC 

 

makers of garbage 

earth a gift thrown away, we 

ran from our problems 

EKK 
 

oceans deepest bay 

microplastics win the day 

they keep fish away 

KASJ 
 

fish swallow plastic 

fish die, plastics live forever 

we must stop the death 

BCS 
 

these blissful fires rage 

deforestation will stay 

blank checks some will say 

KASJ 
 

our world is coughing 

the world is full of toxins 

like some damaged lungs 

BV 

 

blurry mountain views 

ruined by refineries, 

this is Salt Lake City 

LG 
 

we arrest our world 

criminal is our action 

guilty our verdict 

GH 
 

roses are not red 

violets are not turning blue 

black is what we make 
 

don't overconsume 

keeping the world fresh and 

clean 

keep the world in bloom 
 

we've sent the signal 

we have sounded the alarms 

nuclear, our sin 

GH 

 

all the skies are grey 

people making too much 

it's our dying day 

GW 
 

today's end 

trash heaps forever we keep 

end this blissful sleep 

KASJ 
 

overconsumption 

it's not too late to stop it 

recycle your trash 

XL 
 

time is still to be 

for the bees and trees and me 

let the earth be free 

GH 
 

the iPhone 12 is 

the newest and the best-est, 

stop the cycle now 

XL 
 

 

Example 2 - Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss Creative Writing: Haiku April 19, 2021. *Each Stanza is a 
student/staff/teacher haiku. Initials credit the author. 
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SAVING 

BIODIVERSITY 

TOGETHER 
17 Haiku written  

by the YIC, Scientists & Poets 

at Farmington Bay Youth 

Center 

interdependent 

a community crumbles 

when one member dies 

(lg) 

sparkling web of life 

tattered, hanging by a thread 

weave it new again 

(bcs) 

a loss of a home 

for species around the world 

humans are to blame 

(ac) 

a vibrant forest 

beautiful, growing, and green 

turned monoculture 

(lg) 

color of season, 

warm spring, bees buzzing, until 

lost, 

gone by freezing night 

(rc) 

holding sunflowers 

no other with you can compare 

feeling you’re not there 

(vw) 

nature’s knot undone 

the ancient flower falling 

dark oblivion 

(bcs) 

the warmth of summer 

swimming in the cold water 

laying in the sun 

(al) 

crunchy cucumbers 

dying in the frozen night 

crying in the soil 

(al) 

in the midnight sky 

the family of birds will fly 

while a lone wolf cries 

(jm) 

the loss of living 

sharks without fins cannot live 

it is not worth it 

(al) 

 

 

 

 

 

the king of the sea 

the great white shark has to be 

please don’t kill me 

(vw) 

warm waters, great blue, 

oceans loss of slimy fish 

until gone like wind 

(rc) 

fish fossil in rock 

once alive, gone forever 

lost not forgotten 

(sd) 

the ocean so blue 

becoming empty of life 

what color comes next 

(sd) 

nature’s house of cards 

stacked so precariously 

when one falls, all fall 

(bcs) 

let's work together 

to save the species we love 

end habitat loss 

(ac)
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